ROAD CONSTRUCTION

road works and lane closures
Construction
works:

Road construction:
Paul Kruger STREET between Venter Street and Myburgh Street

MYBURGH STR

During the construction one lane of mixed traffic,
in each direction, will be closed between streets
where construction is in progress. The sequence of
construction for this section will be as follows.
a. Venter Str to Flowers Str (Malherbe Str intersection
already closed with island)
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The City of Tshwane hereby gives notice of the
Commencement of Construction on a section of Paul
Kruger Street from the intersection with Venter Street
along Paul Kruger Street in a southerly direction to
the intersection with Pretorius Street. Construction
of this section will commence on 2 September 2013.

The City of Tshwane has finalised the preparatory
works on Paul Kruger Street between Venter Street
and Myburgh Street and construction of the A Re Yeng
lanes on the median has commenced on 26 August
2013.
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Paul Kruger Street
from Venter Street to
Pretorius Street

The construction phases will be as follows:

TROUW STR

Phase 1 (Mid-August):

b. Flowers Str to Trouw Str (Van Heerden Str
intersection already closed with island)

Relocation of services. The community will be
informed of any possible service disruptions.
Phase 2:

VAN HEERDEN STR

Construction of layerworks for the two (2) middle
lanes. Please note that the contractor will use the
middle lane in each direction to construct the layer
works. The construction will take place per block to
ensure the minimum impact on the traffic.

Motorists and pedestrians are urged to take note of
the temporary road signage during the construction
period. The public is advised to be vigilant of
construction vehicles that will also be using the road.
Once operational, the A Re Yeng system will operate
in the median of Paul Kruger Street with A Re Yeng
buses running in each direction on dedicated trunk
lanes.

MALHERBE STR

VENTER STR

R STR

The City of Tshwane will always ensure that there is
access to all adjacent properties at all times.
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Construction of the stations.
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Phase 4:
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Upgrading of the pedestrian sidewalks

After the completion of the dedicated bus lanes, the
traffic will be switched to the new A Re Yeng lanes
during which time road widening will proceed on the
Eastern and Western sides of the existing carriage
ways.

FLOWERS STR

4TH AVE

Phase 3:

c. Trouw Str to past Malherbe Str halfway to the
railway bridge. (Myburgh Str intersection already
closed with island)

The road widenings on the eastern and western sides
will be opened to traffic in stages as it is completed.
Motorists and pedestrians are urged to take note of
the temporary road signage during the construction
period. The public is advised to be vigilant of
construction vehicles that will also be using the
road. Once operational, the A Re Yeng system will
operate in the median of Paul Kruger Street with
A Re Yeng buses running in each direction on
dedicated trunk lanes.
The City of Tshwane would like to thank you for your
co-operation and patience during the construction
period.
The road works on this section will continue until Mid December 2013.

The City of Tshwane would like to thank you for your
co-operation and patience during the construction
period.
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Construction works:

Paul Kruger Street from E’skia Mphahlele Drive to Lavender Road
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The City of Tshwane has finalised the preparatory works on Paul
Kruger Street between the intersection of Paul Kruger Street
and E’skia Mphahlele Drive and the intersection between Paul
Kruger Street and Lavender Road and construction of the A Re
Yeng lanes on the median has commenced on 26 August 2013.

After completion traffic will be switched to the new A Re Yeng
lanes during which time road widening will proceed on the
Eastern and Western sides of the existing carriage ways.

During construction one lane of the three existing lanes in each
direction will be closed. The lane closure in each direction will
as far as possible be limited to the period between 9am to 4pm.

Motorists and pedestrians are urged to take note of the
temporary road signage during the construction period. The
public is advised to be vigilant of construction vehicles that

The road widenings on the eastern and western sides will be
opened to traffic in stages as it is completed.

will also be using the road. Once operational, the A Re Yeng
system will operate in the median of Paul Kruger Street with
A Re Yeng buses running in each direction on dedicated trunk
lanes.
The City of Tshwane would like to thank you for your cooperation and patience during the construction period.
The road works on this section will continue until Mid December 2013.

The public can contact the following person below for more details on the construction:
Dawie Maree
IRPTN Specialized Department
Infotech Building, 1090 Arcadia Street, Hatfield, Pretoria
TEL: (012) 358-6269
E-Mail: dmaree@amce.co.za

www.tshwane.gov.za

